Many Filipinos are interrogating the capacity of soon to be graduating Senior High School students for finally, will be accepting their diploma this year. Indeed, on their hands lay the fruit of their endeavor, yet, are they really equip with knowledge and skills they need to face the world?

As the K – 12 promises to the 21st century learners be life ready and be competitive. This additional two years embraced by this batch tend to be the hardship of their parents and the upcoming graduation is an unbreakable gladness on the parents’ part.

Although, parents have resentment at first in the implementation of senior high school support the said program. Most of them take pride of the learnings that their children experienced for two years.

Indeed it is a fact that facilities are not enough, teachers’ competencies still need improvement and students are not yet totally engaged, thus students

As the news flashed last Wednesday, January 25, 2018, Bataan specifically Mariveles – Camaya Campus, gained their popularity as they recognized as 100% passing rate nationwide in the recently conducted assessment for electronics students. This only means that students benefit from the K – 12.

Senior high school implementation may not achieve its perfection on its pilot years. Thus, by time goes by, this additional two years will not be a burdened anymore but an answer in many issues raced in the country.